

COVID-19 Update
To support parents and caregivers who have kept
students at home due to voluntary isolation or because
they have colds or other illnesses, the following
strategies and tools may be useful.






















The Department of Education has been
developing resources to be used at home at
https://www.education.wa.edu.au/learning-athome
Reading – to children, with children and
independently
Cooking – reading recipes, measuring,
doubling, halving, fractions, writing
procedures/recipes, drawing/writing reviews
Counting – pegs, cutlery, toys, Lego pieces etc.
This could include skip counting, recognising
that the last number we say represents the
collection as a whole, how many more/less etc.
Board games – Scrabble, Boggle, snakes &
ladders
Card games – snap, Numero
Dominoes
Word/sound/alphabet searches in books and
magazines
Word puzzles
Sudoku
Jigsaws
Writing/drawing in a diary using a different
visual image each day as a prompt
Make puppets/characters out of paper bags,
socks etc… - which stories could they be in,
what could happen to the characters, how
could it change the story, what do they sound
like, how do they feel etc.
Theatre, songs, dances – including retelling
favourite stories and creating props
Learn about Science and conduct an
experiment with adult support – e.g. making
oobleck
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/primary has
great learning activities and games
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Draw and label a map of the house or bedroom
Imagine the ‘best’ playground and design it
Writing stories
Gardening
Water play
Craft
Balancing, throwing/catching, obstacle courses
Build a cubby
Visit museum websites around the world and
go on a virtual tour e.g. British Museum, The
Louvre etc… and link to reading, writing,
talking and creative fun
Visit Zoo websites around the world to watch
live webcams
www.storylineonline.net has children’s books
by famous authors
http://kids.nationalgeogrpahic.com has lots of
learning activities
Explore the surface of Mars on the Curiosity
Rover at http://accessmars.withgoogle.com
Learn about weather, climate, atmosphere,
water, energy, plants and animals at
http://climatekids.nasa.gov
Movement and mindfulness videos at
www.gonoodle.com
Listen to the Young Explorers magazine being
read aloud as they follow along with the
highlighted text at
https://ngexplorer.cengage.com/ngyoungexplo
rer/moreissues.html
Listen to astronauts read stories from space
https://storytimefromspace.com/library
Practise grammar at www.grammaropolis.com
Scratch and Kodable teaches children about
coding at https://scratch.mit.edu and
www.kodable.com
Thank you for your ongoing support.
Jane Wescott
Principal
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